
REQUIRED FOR ALL INCOMING SOPHOMORES FALL 2017 
SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT 2017 

Composition/World Literature II 
Composition/World Literature II Honors 

 
 

All assigned work is DUE ON THE FIRST DAY OF CLASS!  
 
Texts to be read:  

 Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury (novel) 

 “The Pedestrian” by Ray Bradbury (short story- STORY IS ATTACHED)  
 
 

I. Background Information 

 Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 addresses the topic of book burning. The following website includes a timeline 
of instances of book burning in history: http://www.freedomtoread.ca/links_and_resources/bannings_and 
burnings.asp 
 

 For some background on the author, go to:  
http://www.spaceagecity.com/bradbury/bio.htm 

 
 
II. Vocabulary  

 As you are reading, compile a list of 20 new words (words not previously known to you) from the novel 
only, and due the first day of class.  Handwritten or typed.   

o Note the page number where the word is located and define each word.  
 
 
III. Questions on Fahrenheit 451 

 Read over the following questions. As you read, you are encouraged to underline passages and mark 
pages that provide support for your responses. Then answer each of the following questions with a 
thoughtful response. Use quotations to support your responses and include page numbers! 

 
For the whole novel: 
Although Ray Bradbury's work is often referred to as science fiction, Fahrenheit 451 has plenty to say about 
the world as it is, and not as it could be. As you read the novel, list examples of the themes mentioned below.  
Be certain to identify each category and/or question and the corresponding answer. 

  conformity vs. individuality 
 freedom of speech and the consequences of losing it 
 the importance of remembering and understanding history 
 machines as helpers to humans, machines as hindrances or enemies 

Part I: The Hearth and the Salamander  

1. What do the "firemen" do for a living? What does Montag think of his job?  
2. After leaving work, who does Montag meet on the way home? During his conversation, Montag says, "You 

never wash it off completely" referring to the kerosene. What could this mean symbolically?  
3. What happens to Montag’s wife, Mildred? Describe Mildred and her everyday life.  
4. Describe Clarisse. How is Clarisse different than Mildred? What later happens to Clarisse?  
5. How is life in Montag's house very different from that of Clarisse's house?  
6. What is the mechanical hound and what is its purpose? What is the hound's reaction to Montag? 
7. What does Beatty reveal about himself and his knowledge?  
8. How does Montag change during this part of the novel?  

http://www.freedomtoread.ca/links_and_resources/bannings_and%20burnings.asp
http://www.freedomtoread.ca/links_and_resources/bannings_and%20burnings.asp
http://www.spaceagecity.com/bradbury/bio.htm


Part II:  The Sieve and the Sand 

9. What does Montag want from Faber? How does Montag finally get Faber to consider really helping him? 
10. What items are exchanged before Montag leaves the professor’s house? 
11. Describe the incident where Montag reads a poem to Mildred and her friends.  
12. Describe Montag’s confrontation with Beatty. To where does Beatty later drive the fire engine?  

Part III:  Burning Bright  

13. Who called in an alarm against Montag? What does Beatty order Montag to do?  
14. What does Montag do to Beatty? What is Montag’s plan to escape?  
15. How does Montag keep track of the search for him?  
16. Who dies in Montag’s place? What does the group of men suggest is the reason for this happening?  
17. Describe what Montag learns about the group of men.  
18. What does Granger mean by “Welcome back from the dead”?  
19. What does Granger mean by “You’re not important. You’re not anything.”?   
20. Explain the significance of the events in the last 4-5 pages of the novel.  

 
IV. Questions on “The Pedestrian” 
 

1. What dark fact about this future society is foreshadowed at once by the description of the “buckling 
concrete walk” in the first paragraph? As the story develops, what else are you told about the pedestrian’s 
setting?  

2. Leonard Mead is the only human character in the story. Who, or what, appears to be in charge of this 
future world?  

3. Describe the police automaton’s response when Mead says he is a writer. What does this response suggest 
about freedom of expression in this future society? 

4. Why do you think Bradbury didn’t write this story from first-person point of view, using Leonard’s own 
voice? Why do you think he used a third-person limited point of view instead of omniscient (all-knowing)?  

5. In what ways is “The Pedestrian” similar to Fahrenheit 451?  
 
 
In addition to this assignment, there will be further assessment such as a test and/or essay on the two texts 
during the first two weeks of class.  

 


